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Abstract
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Single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) is a powerful technique for
studying the conformation dynamics and interactions of individual biomolecules. In this review,
we describe the concept and principle of smFRET, illustrate general instrumentation and
microscopy settings for experiments, and discuss the methods and algorithms for data analysis.
Subsequently, we review applications of smFRET in protein conformational changes, ion channel
open-close properties, receptor-ligand interactions, nucleic acid structure regulation, vesicle
fusion, and force induced conformational dynamics. Finally, we discuss the main limitations of
smFRET in molecular biology.
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Rapid advancements in single-molecule techniques have solved many fundamental
biological questions in innovative ways.1–25 Single-molecule measurements reveal the
functions, kinetics and conformation dynamics of individual biomolecular machineries in
vivo and in vitro.1–35 Biomolecular dynamics and kinetics are often inhomogeneous and
extremely difficult to directly characterize by ensemble-averaged spectroscopic imaging
methods due to the presence of Avogadro’s number of molecules. Breakthrough discoveries
with single-molecule sensitivity are still continuing in the areas of protein/nucleic acid
folding-unfolding kinetics,36–38 molecular motors,39 gene expression,29–31,40,41
enzymology,32–35,42 protein-DNA interactions,26–28,43 protein-protein interaction,44 and
nucleic acid dynamics.45,46 One of the most extensively applied single-molecule techniques
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in molecular biology is single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET).
smFRET is an application of FRET wherein single donor and acceptor FRET pairs are
excited and detected. smFRET has been broadly used to study conformational states and
dynamics, intramolecular distances, and stoichiometry of different biomolecules.
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The main advantage of smFRET is the favorable distance for energy transfer, which is
comparable to the size of a protein or the thickness of a lipid membrane. Whether or not
FRET occurs is dependent on the absorption and emission spectra and the distance between
two adjacent fluorophores. The extent of FRET can be predicted from the spectral overlap
integral (Fig. 1) of the steady-state emission spectrum of a donor (D) and the absorption
spectrum of an acceptor (A). The distance (r) between a donor and an acceptor determines
the efficiency of energy transfer. FRET is favorable when the donor-acceptor distance is
within a 1–10 nm range, permitting the use of smFRET as a “spectroscopic ruler”.19,20,47
Additionally, smFRET can reveal dynamic equilibrium information through the use of
correlation function analysis. Thus, smFRET assays are usually designed based on the sizes
and structural features of individual molecules. Conformational changes and dynamics of the
molecules are obtained by calculating the energy transfer efficiency and the relative
fluorescence intensity fluctuation of single donor and acceptor FRET pairs. To date,
smFRET assays have been used to study protein folding-unfolding, protein conformation
dynamics, ion channel dynamics, receptor-ligand interactions, nucleic acid structure and
conformation, vesicle fusion, and force induced conformational changes.
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There are three main requirements for performing smFRET experiments. First, biomolecules
must be site-specifically labeled with donor and acceptor fluorophores located within close
proximity, as determined by their Förster distance. Second, the molar concentration must be
low enough so that only one molecule presents at a time in the observation volume, which is
determined by the confocal volume of the focused laser beam Third, the observation volume
should be very small in order to increase signal to noise ratio (S/N).48 Typically,
biomolecules of interest are either immobilized on a surface or dissolved in solution
depending upon experimental purposes.
In this review paper, we will summarize the theory and concept of smFRET, briefly describe
the experimental setup and relevant data analysis for a typical smFRET experiment, review
major biological applications, and conclude with discussion on existing limitations and
future applications of this technique.

Principle of smFRET
Author Manuscript

FRET is a non-radiative energy transfer process from a donor to an acceptor, arising from a
dipole-dipole interaction between the electronic states of donor and acceptor (Fig. 1). Energy
transfer occurs when the oscillations of an optically induced electronic coherence of the
donor are resonant with the electronic energy gap of the acceptor.49 Although FRET is not
necessarily accurate in measuring absolute distances, it is often specified as a “spectroscopic
ruler”.47,49 smFRET is sensitive enough to probe the temporal fluctuation dynamics of
distance, such as the conformational changes of biomolecules (Fig. 2). A quantitative
relationship between EFRET and inter-distance (r) is represented in the theory developed by
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Theodor Förster in 1940. According to Förster’s theory, efficiency of FRET (EFRET), for the
dipole-dipole coupling between a donor and an acceptor chromophore is,47,50

(1)

where r is the distance between a donor and an acceptor. R0 is the distance between the
donor and the acceptor at which energy transfer is 50%. R0 is defined as Förster distance and
is expressed by the following equation,
(2)
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where n is the refractive index of the medium (~1.4 for biomolecules in water),50 QD is the
quantum yield of the donor in the absence of the acceptor, κ2 is the orientation factor, and
J(λ) is the spectral overlap between the steady state donor emission and the steady state
acceptor absorption (Fig. 1B). J(λ) is related to the normalized fluorescence intensity (ID) of
the donor in the absence of the acceptor and the extinction coefficient of the acceptor (εA) as
follows,50

(3)
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The value of κ2 in Equation 2 may vary from 0 (mutually perpendicular transition dipoles)
to 4 (collinear dipoles). For κ2 = 0, FRET is forbidden. Estimation of the upper

and

κ2

lower
limit of is derived from the steady state fluorescence anisotropy and the
initial value of anisotropy (r0) obtained in the time-resolved anisotropy measurement as,50

(4)

(5)
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where

denotes the ratio of the square root of the steady-state fluorescence anisotropy

and the initial value of anisotropy
in the anisotropy decay of the ith species (donor or
acceptor). The distance calculated using the Förster model is found to vary only about ≤
20% in the value range of values of κ2. Therefore, κ2 = 2/3 (random orientation) is used for
the calculation of R0. In general, the orientation factor κ2 is given by Equation 6, in which
θT is the angle between the donor emission transition dipole and the acceptor absorption
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transition absorption dipole, θD is the angle between the donor-acceptor connection line and
the donor emission dipole, and θA is the angle between the donor-acceptor connection line
and the acceptor absorption dipole.
(6)

According to equation 1, the transfer efficiency EFRET can be used to measure the distance
between a donor and an acceptor. EFRET from a donor to an acceptor reflects mutual
distance changes, thus enabling to probe single-molecule conformational dynamics in real
time by monitoring EFRET fluctuations for biomolecules.47,50 Detection of EFRET, usually
by ratiometric methods, is generally classified as intensity-based FRET (Equation 7) or
lifetime-based FRET (Equation 8).
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(7)

(8)
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where IA is the acceptor fluorescence intensity; ID is the donor fluorescence intensity; ϕA
and ϕD are the respective emission quantum yields of acceptor and donor dyes, and ηA and
ηD are also the respective the acceptor and donor detection efficiencies. Here, the correction
factor (ϕA × ηA)/(ϕD × ηD) is ~1 in most experiment conditions. The histogram of EFRET
trajectory gives the average EFRET. τDA and τD are donor lifetime in the presence and
absence of the acceptor, respectively.50 FRET detection on the basis of donor lifetime is
more effective and less sensitive to local environmental fluctuations.50 However, the
intensity fluctuations of donor and acceptor are generally imaged by an electron multiplying
charge coupled device (EMCCD) at the same time and FRET efficiency can be calculated
using the intensity method (Equation 7).

Experimental setup and data acquisition

Author Manuscript

To measure conformational changes or intermolecular interactions using smFRET, the
molecules of interest are labeled with specific donor and acceptor fluorophores (Fig. 2A).
An ideal fluorophore is stable under high photon flux, has both high molar absorptivity and
fluorescence quantum yield, and undergoes minimal “blinking” (as noted by spontaneous
excursions into non-fluorescent states). Such fluorophores are generally small (<1 nm)
organic molecules, the two most common being cyanine dyes Cy3 and Cy5, although Alexa
Fluor and ATTO dye series are comparable. Quantum dots and fluorescent proteins can also
be used for smFRET, but their implementation is more difficult because of their large size.
To ensure the occurrence of FRET, fluorophore positioning should be carefully chosen such
that the distance between a donor and an acceptor is within the Förster radius.47,51–54
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There are two types of experimental smFRET setups. The first setup consists of a confocal
microscopy system (Fig. 3A) that uses a continuous wave (CW) or a pulsed laser as the light
source for sample excitation. The second type of experimental setup utilizes objective type
total-internal reflection (TIRF) microscopy (Fig. 3B). The TIRF microscope setup is unable
to image beyond 100 nm from the interface of the sample and coverslip. However, confocal
microscopy can image beyond 100 nm. The advantage of a laser scanning confocal
microscope is the ability to scan a sample throughout different z-positions and thus serially
produce thin (0.5–1.5 µm) optical sections. Additionally, the presence of pinholes in the
setup eliminates the fluorescence signal above and below the focal plane, thus increasing the
S/N ratio. Two main downsides of confocal microscopy are the effect of high-power laser
irradiation into live cell sample, and the slow speed of piezo scanner. For TIRF, the S/N ratio
is better than a confocal setup. TIRF is achieved by aligning a thin beam of laser above the
critical angle. TIRF microscopy reduces background fluorescence by selectively
illuminating a restricted region of the specimen immediately adjacent to the glass-water
interface with a depth of ~100 nm (Fig. 3B).47 To facilitate measurements, some TIRF
experiments immobilize the molecules of interest at the illuminated interface, which is
usually achieved via specific high-affinity binding such as the streptavidin-biotin interaction.
To resolve single-molecules, molecules must be diluted (in nM to pM), and then
immobilized on glass surface with a density of no more than ~0.2 molecules µm−2.47
Surface immobilization has the added benefit of allowing continuous observation of the
targeted molecule from several seconds to minutes, or even hours in the presence of oxygenscavengers. Nonetheless, TIRF can also image smFRET events in the live cell membrane
without immobilization. Lastly, the laser is focused on the sample for confocal experiment
and the fluorescence signal from the sample is transmitted back through the same objective
and passed through a long-pass filter. There are two common ways to detect FRET signals.
In the first method, a dichroic splits the donor and acceptor signals, both of which are then
reflected by a mirror and can subsequently be focused onto two separate regions of a single
EMCCD (Fig. 3B). Alternatively, the two signals can be separated by dichroic, focused and
recorded by two different APDs (Fig. 3A).
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For a three-color smFRET setup, the acceptor signals are further separated by a dichroic and
imaged by detectors.36 Depending on the spectral overlap integral and inter-distance
between the donor and two acceptors, the energy transfer mechanism can be either a threecolor general scheme or a cascade scheme.47 In the general scheme, energy from the donor
is transferred to both acceptors. Depending on distance, the high-energy acceptor relays
energy to the low-energy acceptor. In the cascade mechanism, intermediate energy acceptor
transfers its energy to the low-energy acceptor.47 A three-color smFRET method was
developed to understand the complex conformation dynamics of a four-way Holliday
junction molecule by using Cy3 (donor), Cy5 (acceptor 1), and Cy5.5 (acceptor 2) (see Fig.
9C for details).36 Three color smFRET experiments are also reported on both TIRF and
confocal microscopy using Cy3 (Donor), Cy5 (acceptor 1), and Cy7 (acceptor 2) to directly
observe DNA conformation dynamics for a long time.55
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Data analysis
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Extracting and analyzing smFRET events from raw imaging data requires: (I) locating and
matching corresponding donor and acceptor signals in the field of view (Fig. 3C); (II)
determining the fluorescence time-traces of each donor with its corresponding acceptor (Fig.
2B); (III) determining the FRET efficiency histogram (Fig. 2E) from the time trace (Fig. 2B)
for each molecule throughout the entire recording time using Equation 7; and (IV)
calculating conformation dynamics from the auto-correlation and cross-correlation analysis
(see example in Fig. 2F). Since the donor and acceptor channels of the EMCCD image do
not typically have a linear correspondence, they are generally mapped using a high-order
polynomial transformation to ensure correct assignment of donor-acceptor pairs. Typically,
fluorescent beads are used as a reference to calibrate both channels. A fluorescent bead has a
wide range of emission spectrum and thus it can be imaged in both donor and acceptor
channels on the same EMCCD.
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FRET efficiency (EFRET) is calculated using Equation 7 (see Fig. 4 & 6 as examples). The
correction factor depends on the relative quantum yield (ϕ) and photon detection efficiency
(η) of the donor and acceptor. If the Förster radius is known, and if anisotropy of both donor
and acceptor fluorophores can be ruled out, EFRET can be used to calculate absolute
distances according to Equation 1. If not, EFRET still gives an estimation of the relative
change in distance between a donor and an acceptor. EFRET vs time (t) trace mostly depends
on sample properties. Typically, a low S/N ratio makes it difficult to determine the number
of different FRET states for a given molecule. To facilitate the assignment of FRET states
(Fig. 2E), Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) or nonlinear filters are applied for data
analysis.37,47,56–60 FRET efficiency are usually generated from the time traces of hundreds
of molecules obtained at the same condition and then histogram is fitted with single or
multiple peak Gaussian function (Fig. 2E) to estimate the number of states (or intermediate
states). From these distributions, information can be gained about the equilibrium properties
(Fig. 2A) as well as conformation states of the molecule (Fig. 2E). If data are recorded
directly by separated APDs (Fig. 3B), anti-correlation properties of the two signals are
readily seen from the time trace intensity fluctuations between a donor and an acceptor. In
this case, FRET efficiency is also calculated using Equation 7 from the fluorescence time
trajectories of the donor and the acceptor.
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Finally, the cross-correlation and auto-correlation functions are used to determine the
dynamics of conformational changes (Fig. 2F).42,49 In some experiments, intensities of
donors and acceptors are recorded in terms of the polarization. To obtain the total intensities
of donors or acceptors, the fluorescence intensities of parallel polarization and perpendicular
polarization are added.50 Finally, two channel donor {ID(t)} and acceptor {IA(t)} intensity
trajectories are obtained. Typically, single-molecule donor and acceptor fluorescence
intensity fluctuation trajectories involve anti-correlated intensity fluctuations resulting from
FRET (Fig. 2B). Correlation function analysis, including second-order autocorrelation
function and cross-correlation function are calculated from two bands of intensity
fluctuation time trajectories {ID(t)} and {IA(t)}.42,49 The correlation time between {ID(t)}
and {IA(t)} is calculated by auto-correlation function Cauto(t) and cross-correlation function
Ccross(t):
Nanoscale. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 December 08.
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(9)

When IA(t) = ID(t), we have the autocorrelation function:

(10)
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Where IA(t) and ID(t) represent the signal variables measured in time trajectories {IA(t)} and
{ID(t)}. 〈IA〉 and 〈ID〉 are the means of the fluctuation trajectories of {IA(t)} and {ID(t)},
respectively. {IA(t)} and {ID(t)} are the time trajectories of fluorescence photon counts or
intensities (see Fig. 5 for example of this analysis).

Applications of smFRET
Protein folding
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smFRET has been used to study protein folding including conformational dynamics,
equilibrium properties and intermediate structures of proteins.61–69 Schuler et al. used
smFRET to investigate a small fast-folding cold-shock protein (CspTm), and demonstrated
that CspTm folding shows a continuous, non-cooperative decrease of EFRET at increasing
concentrations of denaturant. They described the solvent-dependent chain contraction of
CspTm using multiple FRET-pair labels on different parts of the protein, as an isotropic
transition, suggesting that the collapse of this protein is a nonspecific process, and is evenly
distributed across the polypeptide chain.70
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Deniz et al. reported one of the earliest single-molecule protein folding (Fig. 4) experiments
that studied folded and denatured subpopulations of a single domain, freely diffusing
chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2).51 Protein folding properties were directly monitored as a
function of concentration of the denaturant, guanidinium chloride. The distribution of EFRET
was measured as a function of guanidinium chloride concentration and supported a two-state
folding mechanism. Two peaks (EFRET = 0.65 and 0.95) were observed using 4M
guanidinium chloride (Fig. 4A), and only a peak (EFRET = 0.65) was detected using 6M
guanidinium chloride (Fig. 4A). The ratios between the two peaks varied with the
concentration of guanidinium chloride in the range of 4–6 M. The 0.95 and the 0.65 peaks
represent the folded and denatured states of the CI2 protein, respectively. Calculations of
subpopulations of a pseudo wild-type and a destabilized mutant of CI2 supported their
assumption of a two-state folding mechanism (Fig. 4B).
There are multiple factors that can affect the conformation dynamics of a protein such as
solvent viscosity and dye solvation. It is important to deconvolute the variations of those
properties for a protein in both native and unfolded states. This may explain the contribution
of orientation factor (κ2) and dynamic fluctuation of distance. In this study, fluorescence
signal is collected from freely diffusing protein molecules in solution. The times required for
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diffusion and conformation change are both in millisecond level. A better experiment for
understanding the conformation dynamics would be simultaneous measurements of
fluorescence polarization and lifetime of FRET pair (equation 8) of protein at immobilized
condition, which will allow continuous observation of a targeted molecule with high
throughput data sampling.47
Protein conformational dynamics
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smFRET assays have been widely used to determine complex conformational heterogeneity
and structural dynamics of biomolecules including protein, DNA, or RNA in vivo and in
vitro.71–80 Here, T4 lysozyme is used as an example to illustrate the conformational
dynamics of biomolecules. T4 lysozyme is an enzyme composed of two domains connected
by an α-helix (Fig. 5A) with an active site positioned in the middle. T4 lysozyme catalyzes
the hydrolysis of polysaccharide chains found in E. coli cell wall matrices. During catalysis,
the two domains undergo hinge-bending motions that are coupled with substrate binding. Lu
and colleagues applied smFRET to study the conformational dynamics of T4 lysozyme
performing hydrolysis reactions.81 They attached a FRET donor-acceptor pair,
tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) and Texas Red, to site-specifically label the cysteine amino
acids Cys54 and Cys97 of the enzyme respectively. With this arrangement, the inter-distance
between TMR and Texas Red can directly report the hinge bending motions of the two
lysozyme domains (Fig. 5A). With a Förster radius of 50 Å for the TMR and Texas Red
FRET pair and a distance of 36 Å between Cys54 and Cys97 (Fig. 5A), the energy transfer
from TMR to Texas Red sensitively shows the inter-distance changes resulted from the
enzyme conformational dynamics. Following the determination of T4 lysozyme
conformational dynamics, Lu and coworkers used confocal fluorescence microscopy to
monitor real-time FRET between the two probes on a single T4 lysozyme molecule.81
Fluorescence intensities of the donor and the acceptor on the T4 lysozyme show large anticorrelated fluctuations in the presence of the substrate (i.e. E. coli cell wall) (Fig. 5B). By
analyzing the autocorrelations of the fluorescence intensity trajectories, the authors
determined the reaction rate constants of the conformational dynamics for the T4 lysozyme
at the single-molecule level (Fig. 5C). Overall, the first-order rate constants showed large
static heterogeneity in the distribution (Fig. 5D), indicating the widely varying dynamic
properties of individual T4 molecules. The large static heterogeneity may be a result of the
enzyme searching for reactive sites on the substrate. Besides smFRET assays, singlemolecule fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and fluorescence cross-correlation
spectroscopy (FCCS) can also be used to sensitively evaluate the dynamics and interactions
of biomolecules.48,82
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The combination of single-molecule energy transfer and statistical analysis have also
identified a complex relationship between the protein conformation dynamics and enzymatic
reaction.83 The conformation dynamics suggest that the enzymatic catalysis involves
multistep conformational motions along the reaction coordinate of enzyme-substrate
complex formation and product release.83 The time trajectories of donor and acceptor
intensities show similar intermittent temporal coherence frequencies as evidenced by their
coherence feature from auto-correlation and cross-correlation. To understand the internal
structural oscillations, Bhattachrayya’s group used fluorescence correlation spectroscopy to
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determine the conformational relaxation time of an antibody and an antibody-antigen
complex that are 83 µs and 240 µs respectively.84,85 This indicates that the antibody alone is
more flexible than the antigen-antibody complex. Time dependent smFRET efficiency
fluctuations of antigen-antibody complex show a broad range from 0.2 to 0.9, corresponding
to distance fluctuates from 2 to 7.5 nm.84,85
Ion channel dynamics
Mechanosensitive channels of large conductance (MSCL) are present in bacterial
membranes where they detect increased mechanical stress and relieve pressure in the cell by
transitioning into an open state. MSCLs are a homo-pentamer made of five proteins, each of
which consists of one cytoplasmic α-helix and two transmembrane α-helices (TM1 and
TM2). TM1 and TM2 are primarily responsible for opening and closing the MSCL channels.
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Recently, Selvin and colleagues used smFRET to study the pore size and opening
mechanism of the MSCL (Fig. 7A–C).86 Purified MSCL was reconstituted in a lipid vesicle
and each channel was site-specifically labeled with a donor (Alexa Fluor 488) and an
acceptor (Alexa Fluor 568). Given that the MSCL is a homo-pentamer, photobleaching was
used to sort out single donors and acceptors in order to perform smFRET measurements.
Lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) was added to trap the ion channel protein in the open state
conformation (Fig. 7A). In the absence of LPC, the FRET efficiencies showed three peaks,
rather than two peaks, which can be explained by the effect of tethering on the liposome. As
the MSCL is a homo-pentamer, two peaks for the distribution of FRET efficiency would be
expected given that there are two distances between the donor and acceptor in two different
states, assuming that all the channels are closed in the absence of LPC. However, this
assumption is not necessarily true, especially in the situation where liposomes are
immobilized and proteins are responsive to membrane tension. Immobilization on a glass
surface ruptures giant unilamellar vesicles spontaneously. Consequently, some MSCL would
switch to the open conformation upon liposomal immobilization. Therefore, the FRET
histogram for channels without LPC includes a mixture of closed and open MSCL channels
(Fig. 7B). In the presence of LPC, the third peak (the highest EFRET) is diminished and only
two main peaks (EFRET = 0.1 and 0.23) are observed because LPC arrests the ion channel in
an open conformation (Fig. 7C). The two EFRET peaks may be due to two different open
conformational states of ion channel. Meanwhile, the diameter of the MSCL channel was
found to be ~2.8 nm, as derived from the calculated distance between the donor and
acceptor. Although this work characterized the size and conformation of ion channels, it did
not correlate with the physiological function of ion channel in cell signaling.
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smFRET alone may not be enough to elucidate the relation between ion channel dynamics
and cell signaling. Therefore, correlated measurements of single channel current by patch
clamp and conformation change by smFRET have been used to study single ion channels.
Lu and co-workers previously reported the existence of multiple intermediate states of
gramicidin ion channels in artificial membranes using smFRET and single-channel patchclamp current measurements.87 Recently they also developed a new approach called singlemolecule patch-clamp FRET microscopy to study the conformational dynamics of individual
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor ion channels in living cells (Fig. 7D–G).88,89
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Simultaneous measurements of single-channel current and smFRET provide information on
the intermediate conformational states of ion channels. To quantitatively resolve the
relationship between ion channel conformations and the electrical states of a single ion
channel, EFRET was plotted versus current amplitude trajectories (Fig. 7F, right). It is evident
that the FRET efficiency is low (0.45–0.54) when the ion channel is in an open state, and the
distance between the two subunits is large (~55 Å). FRET efficiency is relatively high (0.54–
0.60) when the ion channel is in a closed state and the distance between the subunits is very
short (~48 Å). In addition to fully open and fully closed states, there are multiple other
closed states that show low FRET efficiencies (Fig. 7F). This is because of the presence of
non-conducting intermediate closed states which is in equilibrium with fully open and
closed states (Fig. 7G). Simultaneous measurements of single ion channel conformation
change and single-channel electrophysiology lead to direct linkage between structure and
function, which represents a significant advance in ion channel studies.89 Future
improvement might lie in introducing site-specific labeling to the ion channel studies.
T cell receptor and antigen interactions
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The recognition of foreign antigens by T cell receptors (TCR) is central for adaptive immune
responses.90–94 TCRs are responsible for recognizing peptide-major histocompatibility
complex (pMHC) ligands displayed on the surface of antigen presenting cells. Huppa et al.
developed a Cy3/Cy5 based smFRET assay to measure TCR-pMHC interactions in situ.44
They constructed a single-chain variable fragment (scFv) of an anti-TCR antibody with
mutations that can be labeled at three different sites (J1, J2 and J3) (Fig. 8A). The FRET
donor Cy3 was used to site-specifically label at J1, J2 and J3 positions, whereas the FRET
acceptor Cy5 was used to site-specifically label at the C-terminus of the peptide. TCRpMHC interaction brings a pMHC (labeled by Cy5) and a TCR (labeled with Cy3) into close
proximity to enable FRET. Swapping Cy3 and Cy5 labeling on TCRs and pMHCs did not
affect the FRET signals (Fig. 8B). A 4–12 fold dissociation rate increase in situ was reported
compared with in vitro solution measurements. In situ TCR binding affinity was also found
to be 100-fold higher than in vitro measurement, which is most likely the consequence of
complementary molecular orientation and clustering. In addition, the authors reported that
the TCR binds to the pMHC independently of CD4, as CD4 blockade had no effect on the
synaptic affinity and stability of TCR-pMHC complexes.
Although this study elegantly measured the in situ TCR-pMHC interactions using smFRET,
it did not fully explain the molecular mechanism of T-cell recognition. A comprehensive
study that includes TCR binding, conformation change and signaling will be necessary for
unraveling the antigen recognition mechanism by T cells.
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Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and ligand interactions
Yanagida and colleagues performed smFRET to study the interactions between EGF and
EGF receptor (EGFR) in living cells using TIRF microscopy (Fig. 3B).95 Since EGF binding
to EGFR leads to receptor dimerization, a mixture of Cy3-labled EGF and Cy5-labled EGF
were added to EGFR expressing cells. A 532-nm laser was used to excite Cy3-EGF and
fluorescence images were acquired at 565–595 nm (for Cy3) and 650–690 nm (for Cy5)
simultaneously through dual-view optics (Fig. 9A). Anti-correlation of the Cy3 and Cy5
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fluorescence-intensity changes in the same location indicated FRET from Cy3 to Cy5,
suggesting EGFR dimerization. Fluctuation of FRET efficiency may be caused by
conformational fluctuation of the dimer (Fig. 9B). EGFR dimerization also induces autophosphorylation of cytoplasmic tyrosine residues. To directly visualize the autophosphorylation process, Yanagida and colleagues added a Cy3-labeled monoclonal
antibody that binds to the cytoplasmic tyrosine residues of activated EGFRs (Cy3-mAb74)
and a Cy5-labeled EGF (Cy5-EGF) to living cells. The authors found that when Cy3-mAb74
co-localized with Cy5-EGF, the fluorescence intensities of the Cy5-EGF at the co-localized
sites were twice those of non-co-localized Cy5-EGF. Their results are consistent with the
hypothesis that ligand binding triggered EGFR dimerization induces the autophosphorylation of EGFRs, indicating auto-phosphorylation of EGFR after dimerization
(Fig. 9C). Their results further indicated that EGF-(EGFR)2 complexes are formed before
forming (EGF-EGFR)2. It has been previously reported that the binding of EGF to EGFR
dimers is more than ten times stronger than to EGFR monomers. This concept is consistent
with the observation that EGF molecules bound more effectively to EGF-(EGFR)2, even
though there were many unoccupied EGFR monomers on the cell membrane.
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One drawback of the study is that the authors used a method called apical total internal
reflection (TIR) microscopy to visualize single-molecule events on the cell surface, the
signal-to-noise ratios of their images were generally not good, considering the 2–3 µm
thickness of the cells and <200 nm depth of evanescent wave in classic TIRF microscopy.
This microscopy method also limited the observation volume, which is necessary for
detecting the pre-existing EGFR dimers in a living cell. Lattice light-sheet microscopy will
be an ideal solution to this problem, which can measure both cell surface and intracellular
single-molecule events simultaneously with excellent temporal and spatial resolution.96
Also, X-ray crystallography studies showed that the dimerization of EGFRs involves
rearrangements of a major domain that expose a critical dimerization arm.97 However,
exposing this arm may not be not sufficient for receptor dimerization, and additional ligand
induced dimer contacts may be needed. Further studies are required to elucidate the
molecular mechanism of EGFR signaling induced by dimerization.
Structure and conformation of DNA and RNA
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Dynamics of nucleic acids such as the hairpin ribozyme, Holliday junction and Gquadruplex have been studied by smFRET assays.36,45,98–105 Nucleic acids play a critical
role in cell cycle, and their structures are recognized by different nucleic acid binding
proteins and enzymes.45 It is usually difficult to distinguish functional activities from
structural dynamics for a same molecule. Fig. 9A shows an example of a hairpin ribozyme
folding and the resulted cleavage reaction. The apparent cleavage rate of this ribozyme is a
function of its molecular folding dynamics, chemical reaction rate and product release. The
natural form of a hairpin ribozyme comprises a four-way RNA junction and two internal
loops carried by adjacent A and B arms of the junction (Fig. 10A). Interactions between the
loops are essential for ribozyme activity, generating a 105-fold acceleration of site-specific
cleavage or ligation reaction. Mg2+ ions promote the folding of the hairpin ribozyme via the
docking of two loops, while cleavage and ligation reactions of a specific bond occur within
the active site. A FRET donor and an acceptor labeled at the two ends of A and B arms allow
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for the monitoring of the ribozyme folding that brings the two fluorophores in close
proximity to trigger FRET. Fig. 9B shows the fluorescence intensity time trajectories of the
donor and acceptor pair on a single ribozyme immobilized on a glass surface. In the absence
of Mg2+, the hairpin ribozyme shows an unfolded state and low FRET signals. The enzyme
molecule immediately starts to fold after adding Mg2+ (t = 35 s), as shown by an abrupt
increase in FRET (decrease of donor signal and increase of acceptor signal). The molecule
remains stably folded until the release of cleaved products (t = 180 s), which is indicated by
the rapid fluctuations caused by the intrinsic dynamics of the junction.45,99

Author Manuscript

Hohng et al. further designed a three-color smFRET to study the conformational dynamics
of a DNA Holliday junction (Fig. 9C).36 By labeling three arms of the junction with Cy3
(donor, green), Cy5 (acceptor 1, red), and Cy5.5 (acceptor 2, blue), distance changes
between the donor and the acceptor 1, and between the donor and the acceptor 2, could be
measured simultaneously (Fig. 10C). In region I (Fig. 10C, time-trace), all three dyes are
active. In order to calculate the distance between the dyes, one of the three dyes need to be
photo-bleached. In the region II, Cy5.5 is inactive and data from this region is used to
calculate distance between Cy3 and Cy5. Similarly, data from region III is used to calculate
the distance between Cy3 and Cy5.5. The authors have reported that the distance between
Cy3 and Cy5 is 5.3 nm, distance between Cy3 and Cy5.5 is 8.5 nm, and distance between
Cy5 and Cy5.5 is 8.7 nm. They also observed that the acceptor 1 arm moves away from the
donor arm when the acceptor 2 arm approaches the donor arm, and vice versa,
demonstrating the first example of correlated movements of two different segments of a
single-molecule.
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Telomeres protect chromosomes from recombination, degradation, deterioration or fusion
with neighboring chromosomes. Disruption of telomere maintenance can cause cell death.
Human telomere DNA consists of TTAGGG nucleotide sequence repeats, ending in a singlestranded segment that overhangs at the end of the double-stranded DNA helix. Highresolution structural studies of human telomeres have revealed G-quadruplex formation
where four guanines are hydrogen bonded with each other in a horizontal planar
arrangement and three such layers are stacked on top of each other (Fig. 10D).100,101 There
are two significantly different structures with respect to the positioning of the four strands.
In an earlier nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) study using a Na+ solution, an antiparallel
structure (Fig. 9D, left) was observed where two of the strands orient in the opposite
direction of the other two strands.100,101 Conversely, recent X-ray structures obtained in a
K+ solution showed a parallel structure (Fig. 10D, right) with all four strands arranged in the
same direction.100,101 Such structural changes may be due to the charge density of Na+ and
K+ ions. Another possibility for the structural changes may arise from both structures
coexisting and interconverting with each other largely depending on the different solution
conditions. To answer the structural enigma, a partial duplex DNA with a single-stranded
DNA overhang containing four repeats of the human telomere sequence was labeled with a
FRET pair (Fig. 9E).98 Resultant smFRET data showed two FRET efficiency peaks whose
relative populations depended on ion and temperature changes (Fig. 10F), further suggesting
the presence of both antiparallel (intermediate FRET) and parallel (high FRET)
conformations, each of which have been confirmed through molecular dynamic
simulations.98 Nonetheless, further smFRET measurements are needed to directly determine
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the interconversion rates that should be on a time scale between 1 millisecond and several
minutes.45
Although, smFRET gives detailed conformational and structural information of DNA or
RNA, simultaneous force and spectroscopic recordings would be an ideal approach for a
better understanding of the structure-function relationship. This will be discussed in detail in
the following section. However, large molecules (e.g. DNA double helixes) with more
complex structure remain untouched.45 The development of photostable dyes and robust
immobilization techniques are needed to address these critical challenges.
Vesicle Fusion

Author Manuscript

Membrane fusion is a fundamental process in a cell in which two distinct lipid vesicles
(diameter ~ 50 nm) merge together.106–116 Neurotransmitter and hormone secretion,
organelle formation, nutrient uptake, and egg fertilization by sperm are a few examples
among many that are mediated by the vesicle fusion process. Soluble N-ethylmaleimidesensitive factor attachment protein receptors (SNARE) play a central role in all vesicle
fusion processes. To detect specific stages of SNARE-mediated membrane fusion, the Ha lab
developed a lipid mixing method combined with FRET analysis that accurately resolved
docking, hemi and full fusion at the single-vesicle level.117–119 In the vesicle-vesicle lipidmixing assay, v-and t-SNARE proteins (or vice versa) are reconstituted into two separate
vesicle membranes that were specifically labeled with acceptor and donor fluorophores,
respectively. The acceptor-labeled vesicles were immobilized on a surface and then donorlabeled vesicles were added in order to observe the formation of a single vesicle-vesicle
complex through specific SNARE interactions. TIRF microscopy was applied to observe
real-time vesicle fusion through specific intermediates.
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While the single vesicle-vesicle lipid mixing method provides information at the ensemble
level, it cannot detect the fusion pore opening between two vesicular cavities and the
interactions between v-SNARE and t-SNARE proteins. To overcome these limitations, Ha
and colleagues further developed a single-vesicle content mixing method to reveal the key
factors of pore expansion using smFRET assays.119 In this method, a DNA hairpin is labeled
with a donor (Cy3) and an acceptor (Cy5) (Fig. 11A). When the loop region of the Cy3/Cy5labeled DNA probe hybridizes with a second complementary DNA strand, the donor is
separated from the acceptor and FRET decreases. Lipid vesicles encapsulating a poly-T
DNA hairpin reconstituted with v-SNARE proteins in the membrane are immobilized on a
polymer-coated quartz surface. Subsequently t-SNARE vesicles containing multiple
cholesterol-anchored poly-A DNA targets are added to the v-SNARE immobilized quartz
surface. Cholesterol has the added benefit of increasing the efficiency of poly-A DNA
incorporation into the t-SNARE vesicle membrane and the probability of a fusion event
resulting in the opening of a DNA hairpin. When two vesicles are docked and a fusion pore
is formed between two lipid vesicles (Fig. 11 B), DNA hybridization triggered FRET signals
are observed (Fig. 11C).
Although research on the membrane fusion has achieved some successes, direct
measurements of vesicle fusion at physiological conditions are still missing in this field. It is
technologically challenging to design and perform such experiments considering the
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diameter of a vesicle is only ~50 nm,116 much smaller than the diffraction limit (~250 nm)
of optical microscopes. Also, simultaneous detections of lipid-mixing and content-mixing
might be a possible future direction and this may help to identify the roles of accessory
proteins in promoting or inhibiting the vesicle fusion.
Force coupled smFRET microscopy
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Force plays a critical role in many biological processes. Single-molecule manipulation
techniques, such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), optical tweezers and magnetic
tweezers have enabled the measurements of mechanical force in real time with
unprecedented accuracy.120–127 These techniques have been applied to study bimolecular
functions, mechanical properties and biochemical reaction kinetics under mechanical forces.
These studies have led to the elucidation of the mechanisms of many key biological
processes. However, various crucial details, such as the stoichiometry of active molecular
interactions, the internal conformation of molecular machines, as well as activities
performed in a deformed state are not directly accessible via force measurements.49,128 To
overcome these limitations, coupling smFRET with mechanical manipulating techniques
enables detection of molecular motions orthogonal to the direction of pulling. Here we use a
protein kinase and a Holliday junction as examples to discuss the power of force coupled
smFRET microscopy.
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Manipulation of an enzyme’s conformation can enhance or change its function. Accordingly,
it has been theoretically predicted that application of an oscillating force to an enzyme, at a
comparable frequency of enzymatic reaction turnover rate, will alter enzymatic reaction
activities due to change in potential surface, and enzymatic reaction intermediate state
energy.129 Concurrent, experimental study has demonstrated that external mechanical forces
can change protein activity.49 smFRET was implemented by Lu’s group to study the
conformational change of 6-hydroxymethyl-7,8-dihydropterin protein kinase (HPPK) with
specific coordination under mechanical force pulling using AFM.128 FRET donor Cy3 and
acceptor Cy5 have been correspondingly used to label amino acid residue 88 on loop 3 and
residue 142 on the protein core close to the HPPK active site (Fig. 12A). A labeled HPPK
molecule was mounted between a glass coverslip and an AFM tip. Mechanical force was
applied via the AFM tip to regulate the conformation of HPPK (Fig. 12A). Force (Fig. 12B)
and FRET signals (Fig. 12C) were simultaneously reordered at the single-molecule level.128
From these measurements, three different extension lengths, 9 nm, 22 nm, and 46 nm were
reported by AFM pulling. The primary extension length was within 20–40 nm, whereas the
mean extension length was about 24–28 nm.128
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Three-color smFRET and optical tweezers (Fig. 12D) have also been applied to study the
unfolding/folding dynamics of Holliday junctions.58 The three arms of a Holliday junction
are site-specifically labeled with Cy3, Cy5 and Cy7 (Fig. 12E). Additionally, the Cy7labeled arm is attached to a trapped bead. Holliday junctions normally adopt two distinct
stacking conformers (isoI and isoII) each with similar probabilities. However, in the
presence of a mechanical pulling force, the Holliday junction is expected to shift its
equilibrium towards conformer isoI (Fig. 12F). Fig. 12G shows single-molecule
fluorescence intensity time traces at 0.7 pN force for Cy3 excitation (top panel) and Cy5
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excitation (bottom panel). Three inter dye FRET efficiency trajectories are represented in
Fig. 11H (E12: FRET efficiency for the Cy3–Cy5 pair, E23: FRET efficiency for the Cy5–
Cy7 pair, E13: FRET efficiency for the Cy3–Cy7 pair) and were calculated from the data in
Fig. 12G.
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Although force-coupled smFRET using optical tweezers has been used to study kinesin
stepping, DNA hairpin unfolding, and DNA-protein interaction,58,130 there is a major
problem caused by the high photon flux of a trapping laser, which can bleach fluorophores
as well as kill live cells. For force coupled smFRET using AFM, one major challenge is the
high inherent cantilever stiffness and incoherent reflection from cantilever. It is also
challenging to perform such measurements using living cells. One possible alternative is to
develop force-coupled smFRET using biomembrane force probe (BFP), which will allow
simultaneous and sensitive measurements of force and smFRET using purified proteins or
molecules expressed on cell surface.131

Limitations of smFRET
Low signal/noise ratio

Author Manuscript

smFRET efficiency is largely influenced by fluctuation of donor and acceptor emission
signals. The number of photons emitted by a single fluorophore, which vary among different
molecules, is ~105 per second.132 However, a microscope system is only capable of
capturing a maximum of 10–15% of those photons. Precise distance measurements made by
smFRET are dependent on the number of photons collected. Averaging smFRET events
reduces the standard deviation of measurements, but at least 100 photons are required to
reach a good S/N ratio and minimize the standard deviations of FRET efficiency
measurements.49 Lattice light-sheet microscopy was recently developed to minimize
photobleaching, maximize S/N, and acquire high spatiotemporal resolution images, and we
expect to witness smFRET measurement using this technique in the near future.133
Difficulties in site-specific labeling
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It is extremely important to label the molecule(s) of interest with a FRET donor and acceptor
pair at specific sites. Site-specific labeling is generally challenging and especially difficult
for proteins, due to possible multiple potential labeling sites. In addition, the distance
between a donor and an acceptor must be within FRET range (1–10 nm). Cysteine-based
chemistry is one of the most common labeling methods, but other labeling methods are also
used to site-specially label the molecules of interest. Amine (-NH2) group binding,
biotinylation, and antibody labelling are also widely used in biochemical applications for
protein labelling.47 For DNA or RNA labelling, phosphoramidite or acetoxyethoxy methyl
solid support synthesis are used.47
Challenges in intracellular applications
The application of smFRET in living cells requires sophisticated design and reproducible
delivery of labeled molecules to the desired locations. Two main challenges for performing
intracellular smFRET include: first, reduction of cellular auto-fluorescence to a level that
does not significantly interfere with single-molecule signals, and second, successful targeted
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delivery of labeled molecules into living cells. Auto-fluorescence in the visible wavelength
range tends to decrease with an increase in excitation wavelength; above excitation
wavelength of 550 nm, the auto-fluorescence of living cells is very low. To avoid autofluorescence, samples can also be excited by a two-photon excitation method, which
requires a 750–850 nm excitation that is beyond the absorption range of auto-fluorescent
protein.48,82 Lattice light-sheet microscopy is another solution to get higher S/N and lower
photo bleaching for intracellular application.133
Limitation of distance
The efficiency of energy transfer is very sensitive to changes in donor-acceptor distance near
R0 -the Förster distance. FRET efficiency is proportional to inverse of sixth power of donoracceptor distance (r). As a requisite the distance between a donor and an acceptor must be
within 10 nm, as FRET will not be triggered when the distance is beyond 10 nm.134,135

Author Manuscript

Limitation of current FRET pairs
It is critical to choose the appropriate FRET pair. Steady-state emission spectra of a donor
and absorption spectra of an acceptor must have significant overlap (Fig. 1B). Random
choice of fluorescent probes will not work because dipole-dipole interactions will be very
weak in non-FRET pairs. Fluorescent proteins may also be used as FRET pairs; however,
their characteristic photostablity is relatively low. Another quality of note is that fluorescent
proteins are much larger in size than fluorescent dyes, consequently deeming them less
useful for single-molecule imaging experiments. Quantum dots (QD) can also be used as a
donor or acceptor in smFRET experiments.136 Although QDs are intrinsically very stable
and bright, they are also very large compared to a single fluorescent dye.136
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Limited temporal and spatial resolution
The temporal and spatial resolution of a single-molecule experiment is limited by the frame
rate and pixel size of a detector. To date the best temporal resolution reported for smFRET
imaging experiment is 1 ms with a spatial resolution limited to a diffraction limited spot
(~250 nm) which can be fitted by point-spread function to get higher resolution (~10 nm).47
The spatiotemporal resolution is also determined by the photon emission rate and the
photon-recording rate of the detectors (such as EMCCD or APD). Better resolution can be
achieved by the development of ultrafast microscopy and novel fluorescent labels. Recently,
sCMOS (scalable complementary metal oxide semiconductor) camera based singlemolecule detection has been reported in millisecond time scale with high resolution.137
Super-resolution based smFRET is also reported recently to get high spatiotemporal
resolution.138
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Highly dependent on fluorophore environment
Fluorescence properties of the donor and acceptor fluorophores depend on the local
viscosity, polarity and temperature of its surrounding medium. However, the complex
biological environment could also produce uncontrollable and unknown changes within the
microenvironment that lead to intensity drift, on-off blinking, long lifetime or quenching of
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fluorophores. At times, dynamics between a biomolecule and a fluorophore are hard to
distinguish.
Limitation for immobilization
Immobilization of single-molecules on a glass surface has the great advantage of permitting
the monitoring of equilibrium conformational fluctuation for extended lengths of time.
However, extended monitoring also increases the chance of photobleaching. Extreme care
should be taken to standardize optimal laser power. Moreover, immobilization of a molecule
by streptavidin-biotin interaction or agarose gel may perturb the natural equilibrium to some
extent. To overcome this limitation and increase longer experimental observation time, nonimmobilized based nanodevice techniques have been developed recently e.g. anti-Brownian
electrokinetic (ABEL) trap,139 convex lens-induced confinement (CLIC)140 and singlemolecule without immobilization for TIRF (SWIFT).134,141

Author Manuscript

Three-dimensional smFRET
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Conformational dynamics of proteins are highly heterogeneous, intrinsically complex, and
multidimensional. To understand the temporal and spatial complexity of conformational
motions and their corresponding roles in protein function, it is necessary to probe
multidimensional conformational dynamics of proteins beyond the typical one-dimensional
FRET coordinate. Multiple conformational nuclear coordinates interact simultaneously and
have critical roles in regulating biological function. Under such conditions, one-dimensional
smFRET may not be sufficient to characterize the intrinsic complexity of molecular
dynamics. Multicolor smFRET has been developed to probe multiple site changes
simultaneously.36 However, multicolor FRET requires high photo stability and good spectral
separation. EFRET greatly depends on the orientation factor (κ2). We assume κ2 = 2/3
because fluorophores undergo free rotation in a time much faster than its average
fluorescence lifetime. There can be many different 3D orientations at the same donoracceptor distance. Therefore, a full understanding of 3D orientation effect will lead to a
more accurate FRET distance approximation and molecular angular information for position
determination.

Conclusions
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Herein, we have discussed practical applications of smFRET in molecular biology and its
current limitations. smFRET is a very powerful imaging technique that has aided in the
determination of protein/DNA/RNA folding kinetics, conformational dynamics as well as
interactions. Although smFRET has been used to study many important biological events,
future development and application of smFRET should lie in its integration with other
single-molecule techniques. Through the combination of one or more techniques, it will be
possible to monitor several parameters of different properties simultaneously. Presently,
smFRET coupled with optical tweezers, magnetic tweezers, or AFM has shown very
promising results.58,128,142 Potential future directions could involve the combination of
smFRET with biomembrane force probe (BFP)131 and lattice light-sheet microscopy.133
Also, resolution of smFRET efficiency in 3D orientation will also be a major future
advancement.
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A. Simplified Jablonski diagram for fluorescence resonance energy transfer. Solid lines
represent rapid electronic transitions, and curved line represents excitation and energy
relaxation or transfer. A FRET donor is excited from its ground state (S0) to an excited state
(S1) by a photon of energy hν. The excited donor then returns to the ground state by
emitting a photon of lower energy (i.e. green fluorescence signal) and donates its energy to a
nearby acceptor by dipole-dipole interaction. The excited acceptor then similarly emits a
photon (red). B. Excitation (dotted line) and emission spectra (solid line) of a Cy3 (green)
and a Cy5 (red) respectively. To trigger efficient FRET, the emission spectrum of the donor
(Cy3) should overlap considerably with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor (Cy5), as
indicated by the grey color. Data in Fig. B are obtained from the spectral database at the
University of Arizona and plotted by OriginPro software.
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Fig. 2.

smFRET to study conformational dynamics of individual molecules. A. A representative
molecular conformation change and corresponding FRET efficiency. A donor (D, green) and
an acceptor (A, red) are covalently attached at two ends of a biomolecule. In one
conformation seen on the left (U1), the distance between the donor and the acceptor is very
short and thus the FRET efficiency is high (Equation 1). Experimentally, low intensity of the
donor and very high intensity of the acceptor are observed. For the conformer on the right
(U2), the distance between the donor and the acceptor is large, and consequently the FRET
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efficiency is very low. The intensity of the donor will be high and the intensity of the
acceptor will be low. B. A representative diagram of the intensity fluctuations (top panel) of
the donor (green), acceptor (red), and corresponding FRET efficiency (blue, bottom panel).
C. The distance between the donor and the acceptor is crucial for efficient FRET (Equation
1). The distance (left column) and its corresponding donor and the acceptor intensities
(middle column) as well as FRET efficiency (right column) are shown here. The distance at
which the energy transfer efficiency is 50% called as Förster distance (R0). D. The
relationship between FRET efficiency and D-A distance. The high FRET efficiency
corresponds to the conformer U1, and the low FRET efficiency corresponds to the
conformer U2. E. Difference between smFRET and ensemble FRET. smFRET can
distinguish two different conformers using FRET efficiency, but ensemble FRET can only
give an average value. F. The dynamics is determined by the statistical analysis of
autocorrelation (I) and cross-correlation (II) of time-trace of fluctuations of the donor and
the acceptor.
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Fig. 3.
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A. smFRET in confocal microscopy. Laser is reflected by a dichroic mirror and then focused
to sample by an objective (Obj.) with a high numerical aperture (NA). The fluorescence
signals from donors and acceptors are passed through a long-pass filter (LP) and then split
by a dichroic (DC) into two different channels. Both signals are focused to two separate
APDs by lens (L). Before APDs, there are two pinholes (P) to reduce fluorescence signal
originated from above and below of the focal plane. Inset is showing the configuration of
excitation laser on the sample. B. smFRET in objective type total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy (TIRF), which exploits the unique properties of an induced
evanescent wave or field in a limited specimen region (~100 nm) immediately adjacent to
the interface between two media having different refractive indices. Fluorescence signals
from donors and acceptors are focused on same EMCCD. Inset shows the configuration of
the laser on the sample. C. Donor and acceptor data are recorded simultaneously and shown
in cyan and red respectively.
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Fig. 4.

Protein folding-unfolding in solution as measured by smFRET assays. A. smFRET
histograms at 3 (top), 4 (middle), and 6 (bottom) M of guanidinium chloride. The structure
of chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 and the labeling sites of fluorescent dyes (TMR, Cy5) and a
mutation site (K17) are shown in inset (bottom). B. FRET histogram comparison of a pseudo
wild-type and a destabilized mutant CI2 (K17G) in the presence of 3.5 M guanidinium
chloride. Solid lines show Gaussian fits to the distribution of FRET efficiency. Fig. A and B
are adopted and reprinted from Deniz et al., 2000 with permission.51 Copyright (2000)
National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.
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Fig. 5.
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smFRET to probe conformational dynamics of T4 lysozyme in real time. A. Schematic
structure of a T4 lysozyme site-specifically labeled with a TMR and a Texas Red
fluorophores. B. Single-molecule fluorescence intensity time trajectories of a TMR (FRET
donor, blue) and Texas Red (FRET acceptor, red) that reveal conformational dynamics and
enzymatic reaction turnovers of hydrolysis of an E. coli cell wall. Anti-correlated fluctuation
features are visible. C. Auto-correlation functions (C(t)) of the donor (〈ΔId(0)ΔId(t)〉, blue)
and the acceptor (〈ΔIa(0)ΔIa(t)〉, red), and cross-correlation of donor-acceptor
(〈ΔId(0)ΔIa(t)〉, black) deduced from the single-molecule trajectories in (B). Both decays are
fitted with bi-exponential functions with same decay rate constant of 180 ±40 s−1 and 10 ± 2
s−1. A long decay component is evident in each auto-correlation function, which should
attribute to the thermal fluctuation of T4 molecules. D. Distribution of decay rate constants
derived from donor intensity auto-correlation functions. Figures are reproduced with
permission from Chen et al., 2003.81 Copyright (2003) American Chemical Society.
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Fig. 6.

Time-dependent fluctuations of smFRET efficiency (upper panels) and donor-acceptor
distance (lower panels) of antigen-antibody complex (EGFP-Mal3 and Alexa-568-Tubulin).
Fig. 6B shows zoomed-in scale of Fig. 6A. Figures are reproduced from Mandal et al. with
permission.85 Copyright (2015) Royal Society of Chemistry.
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smFRET to probe structure and conformational dynamics of ion-channels. A.
Mechanosensitive ion-channel in lipid vesicle that is immobilized on coverslip. The addition
of LPC lipid molecule changes the conformation of MSCL from a closed state to an open
state. B–C. smFRET efficiency histogram in absence (B) and presence (C) of LPC lipid. D–
G. Correlated measurements of smFRET signal and patch-clamp current to study the
structure dynamics of single ion-channels. D. Correlated current fluctuation and smFRET
efficiency of a single NMDA receptor ion channel. E. Anti-correlation behavior between
FRET efficiencies (red) and current (black). F. Fluorescence images of an acceptor (A) and
a donor (D) at fully open (1, 3) and closed states (2) (left panel) and a 2D density plot of the
smFRET efficiency versus the current amplitude (right panel). Low FRET efficiency is
observed when ion channels are in a fully open state, and high FRET efficiency is observed
when ion channels are in a fully closed state. In addition to the fully open and close states,
there are multiple intermediate close states that also show low FRET efficiency (around E =
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0.52). G. Proposed multistate clamshell model of NMDA receptor ion channel dynamics
indicating the presence of a non-conducting ion channel. There are intermediate
conformational states that constitute the electrically off states in addition to fully open and
fully close states in the conformational dynamics. Panels A–C are reproduced from Wang et
al., 2014.86 Panels D–G are reproduced from Sasmal & Lu, 201488 with permission,
copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.
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smFRET to measure TCR-pMHC interactions at the live cell membrane. A. A composite
model based on the structures of a TCR-pMHC complex and an anti-TCR H57 Fab. J1, J2
and J3 are the positions for Cy3 labeling. The Cy5 is labeled at the C-terminus of the
peptide. The distance between Cy3 (J1) and Cy5 is ~41 Å. B. Donor (green) and acceptor
(red) channels and FRET channel before and after photobleaching. Fig. is reprinted by
permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature, Huppa et al., 2010.44
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Fig. 9.

Probing receptor-ligand interactions in live cell by smFRET. A. A mixture of Cy3-EGF and
Cy5-EGF was added to the cells expressing EGFRs. Fluorescence images of Cy3 and Cy5
are recorded simultaneously. Fluorescence of Cy5 is resulted from FRET from Cy3 to Cy5
(arrows). B. Top three rows show the changes of fluorescence intensities of single Cy3 and
Cy5 over time (arrow). Bottom row shows the normalized fluorescence intensities of Cy3
and Cy5 plotted against time. Anti-correlation between Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence intensities
indicates FRET from Cy3 to Cy5. C. EGFR phosphorylation induced by EGF binding. A431
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cells were perforated and stimulated with Cy5-EGF. Phosphorylation of the EGFR was
detected by the binding of Cy3-mAb74. Arrows indicate the co-localization and FRET
between Cy3-mAb74 and Cy5-EGF. Scale bar represents 10 µm. Figures are reprinted by
permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Cell Biology, Sako, Minoghchi, &
Yanagida, 2000.95
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Structure and dynamics of nucleic acids revealed by smFRET. A. A simplified scheme for
detecting folding and catalysis of the hairpin ribozyme via smFRET between a donor and an
acceptor attached to loops A and B respectively. B. The fluorescence trajectories of the
donor (green) and the acceptor (red) that measure the folding process of a hairpin ribozyme.
Adding Mg2+ (t = 35 s) induces the ribozyme folding, as revealed by the occurrence of
smFRET (the decrease of donor signal and increase of acceptor signal). Cleavage and
product release occur at 180 s and then the four-way junction dynamics show anti-correlated
fluctuations. C. Three-color smFRET to study the structure and dynamics of the Holliday
junction. Three-color FRET time traces of Cy3 (green), Cy5 (red) and Cy5.5 (blue) are used
to calculate inter-distances among the three dyes. In the region I, all three dyes are active. In
the region II, C5.5 is inactive and data from this region is used to calculate distance between
Cy3 and Cy5. Similarly, data from region III is used to calculate the distance between Cy3
and Cy5.5. D. Parallel and antiparallel conformations of a human telomeric DNA Gquadruplex. E. The human telomeric sequence is labeled with a FRET pair of Cy5 and
TMR. EFRET will be high if a relatively compact G-quadruplex structure is formed. F. FRET
efficiency histograms obtained in various solutions containing Na+ or K+ as a function of
temperature. Each histogram was fit using two Gaussian peaks. Fig. A and B are reprinted
from Ha, 200445 and Fig. C from Hohng et al. 200436 by permission. Fig. D–F are reprinted
from Ying et al. by permission.98 Copyright (2003) National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.
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Mechanism of vesicle fusion mediated by SNARE protein revealed by smFRET. A.
Construct of a FRET beacon. The Cy3 and Cy5 labeled DNA probe is a single-stranded
oligonucleotide with a stem-and-loop hairpin structure. The loop contains a probe poly-T
sequence that is complementary to a target poly-A DNA and the stem is formed by
annealing complementary arm sequences located on either side of the probe sequence
(GGGGG and CCCCC). When the hairpin probe is in the closed state, Cy3 and Cy5
fluorophores linked to the ends are in close proximity and show a high EFRET. When the
hairpin probe hybridizes to a target DNA, it switches to the open state, increasing the
distance between two fluorophores and showing a low FRET value. B. Monitoring vesicle
fusion by content mixing method. For this real-time experiment, surface immobilization is
configured in such a way that vesicle docking can be clearly marked as an abrupt increase in
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fluorescence signal. t-SNARE vesicles with target DNA (poly-A) are surface-immobilized
and v-SNARE vesicles containing FRET beacons are added into the imaging chamber. C. A
real-time content-mixing time trajectory of fluorescence intensities of donor and acceptor
(green curve for Cy3, red curve for Cy5) and the corresponding FRET efficiency. Figures are
reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Diao et al., Nat. Protocol 2012.117
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Fig. 12.
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Single-molecule force and FRET coupled microscopy. A. A schematic diagram of a
smFRET donor-acceptor pair (Cy3 and Cy5) labeled on an HPPK molecule that is tethered
between the surface of a glass coverslip and an AFM tip. B. Force-distance curve. The curve
shows a 24 nm extension of a HPPK molecule within 0.04 s pulled by AFM. C. A typical
smFRET event under force. Fluorescence intensity time trajectory of the donor (green) and
the acceptor (red) associated with one single-molecule mechanical pulling event. Singlemolecule fluorescence time trajectories of the donor (Cy3, green) and the accepter (Cy5,
red) are shown. D. Experimental scheme of smFRET combined with optical tweezers. A
surface immobilized Holliday junction molecule site-specifically labeled with three dyes is
attached to a trapped bead via a long DNA linker. E. Labeling scheme of the Holliday
junction. F. Illustration of conformations of Holliday junction. The isoI form is more
prevalent than the isoII form under force. G. Representative fluorescence intensity time
traces of Cy3 (green), Cy5 (red), and Cy7 (gray) after Cy3 (top panel) and Cy5 excitation
(bottom panel) at 0.7 pN force. H. Three FRET efficiency time traces calculated from the
data in (G). Fig. A–C are adopted form Lu, 2014 with permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry.49 Figures D–G is reproduced from Lee & Hohng, 2013 with permission.58
Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.
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